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Alternative Value Strategy              Q3 2016 Update 
 

October 28, 2016 

George K. Livadas 

Portfolio Manager 

 

 

Dear Fellow Investor, 

 

I am pleased to write this inaugural quarterly update for Alternative Value Strategy ("AVS") investors. The purpose 

is two-fold: to keep you abreast of portfolio positioning and holdings in light of market conditions and to update you 

on performance. As this is the first letter, it will include more detail than most. 

 

Market Conditions 
 

Equity markets have had a solid year-to-date (as of this writing, various U.S. equity indices are +5-9% YTD). But, it 

has not been without controversy and volatility. Markets swooned in January and early February as the price of oil 

declined sharply and touched below $30/barrel level. The "Brexit" vote temporarily shocked markets in late June 

and recently re-emerged with the October 6 “flash-crash” and continued slide of the British Pound. So far, these 

issues have proven to be only temporary set-backs, as broad equity markets have continued to move higher. 

 

I’d like to discuss two specific topics to help frame current portfolio positioning: (1) historically elevated valuations 

(as measured by P/E and other fundamental multiples), and (2) the collectively poor performance of hedge funds. 

 

By most measures, valuations are at/near all-time highs (Exhibit 1 below is just one example). While ultra-low 

interest rates (Exhibit 2), record profit margins, and a more tech-/service-oriented economy could all justify higher-

than-historical valuations, the “consensus” view seems to be that markets are over-heated. Most portfolio managers 

and analysts that I speak with are worried about valuations and are struggling to find "good value" in stocks. I am 

sympathetic to both sides of the valuation debate, but err on the side of caution. 

 

 
Exhibit 1: S&P 500 Median Forward P/E Ratio 

 

 
 

Source: FactSet, BofA Merrill Lynch 
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Exhibit 2: Historical Interest Rates – 10-Yr U.S. Treasury Yield 

 

 
 

Source: Global Financial Database, Goldman Sachs 
 

 

In my view, another significant issue in public markets today is the dismal (I’m being kind) under-performance of 

the broad hedge fund universe. Over the last five years hedge funds have underperformed1 the SPY (S&P 500 

exchange-traded fund) by almost 12% – annually! I think the quote below nicely summarizes the current popular 

view of hedge fund managers: 

 

“It seems like at the next gas station, we should stop and tell those guys [hedge fund managers] to 

get out and get us something to eat, and then drive away as fast as we can.” 

 

- David Kelly, Chairman of the Teacher Retirement System of Texas 

 

A number of theories (e.g. rise of indexing, low rates, idea crowding) attempt to explain this poor performance. 

While most of the criticism is valid, it seems to have reached a fever pitch, with near-daily articles predicting the 

imminent death of the hedge fund industry.  

 

Other than my own biased, self-interest, why should you and I care about widespread hedge fund criticism? Because 

I believe it is at least in part a function of the relative old age (7+ years) of the current bull market in equities. As 

markets rise quickly, strategies that involve (a) hedging/shorting, and/or (b) a value-focused investment philosophy, 

increasingly struggle to “keep up” with long-only indices (which individuals can invest in more easily and cheaply 

than ever). Bottom-line: I believe the recent volume of criticism is something typically seen near intermediate “tops” 

in markets. While this is clearly not a scientific exercise, in my opinion it “checks another box” in warranting 

caution ahead.  

 

  

                                                           
1 Data is for the period Sep 30, 2011 through Sep 30 2016. Hedge fund performance represented by the HFRI Fund Weighted 
Composite Index. SPY performance assumes dividends are reinvested. Sources: Hedge Fund Research, Inc. and Bloomberg. 
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Portfolio Positioning 
 

Given the above issues, I have maintained a fairly cautious approach to managing our accounts. Net and gross 

exposure sit right in the middle of target ranges. You might ask: “if you’re cautious, why isn’t net exposure lower?” 

The answer: given the upward trajectory of markets over the long-term, I view net exposure at the bottom of our 

target range (25-75%) as a more aggressive “bet” on a bear market. I’m just not that pessimistic today. My preferred 

approach is to maintain a significant cash position that is available to deploy (long or short) as opportunities arise.  

 
Exhibit 3: Current2 Portfolio Exposure 

 

 
 

Source: Upslope Capital, Interactive Brokers 
 

Another cautious aspect of the accounts’ current positioning is that the bulk of our short exposure is allocated to 

sector-specific index funds (vs. individual stocks). This is an acknowledgement of current challenges and elevated 

risks of short-selling. It is not my preferred approach. While valuations might suggest an environment ripe for short-

selling, this has not been the case YTD. In my opinion, since the market "bottom" in February, shorting individual 

stocks has become unusually challenging. Many of the more heavily-shorted stocks have significantly outperformed 

the market. More worryingly for a portfolio manager with short exposure, a number have been acquired for large 

premiums (e.g. MattressFirm and Keurig Green Mountain, which were acquired for 115% and 78% premiums, 

respectively).  

 

When evaluating potential "shorts," I look for some combination of: specific catalysts for decline (e.g. earnings 

miss), likely under-performance vs. specific longs, and valuation/consensus estimates that imply fundamental 

expectations far in excess of reality. From a risk perspective, I also consider the potential take-out by a competitor 

(or private equity firm). It is this last point that worries me the most today in selecting single-stock shorts. Given low 

rates, readily available financing, and lackluster global growth, potential acquirors desperate for growth seem to 

easily rationalize and finance an acquisition of a challenged business. This risk raises the bar for selecting individual 

shorts. 

 

Finally, despite my ramblings above on the “market,” my job is to select and manage a portfolio of individual 

securities that I believe will outperform over the long-term. In some ways, this makes analyzing market conditions a 

fruitless exercise: if I’m able to find interesting stocks with good value, I will buy them regardless of market 

conditions. To that end, I’m excited about the portfolio that we are invested in – a snapshot of which is provided 

below. 

 

  

                                                           
2 As at October 18, 2016. 
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Overview of Key Holdings 

A summary of our top holdings – both long and short – is provided below. Please note that percentages shown are 

percent of total capital. “Pie slice” sizes are relative to long and short exposure (e.g. XLP comprises 6% of total 

portfolio value and ~25% of short holding exposure), respectively. 

 
Exhibit 4: Top Holdings and Portfolio Concentration3 

 

 
 

Source: Upslope Capital, Interactive Brokers 
 

Since this is the first quarterly update, I have also provided a more detailed overview of a number of key 

investments below. Going forward, I plan to include such detail only for new investments. As a reminder, I group 

the portfolio holdings into five categories:  

 

• Core (top-quality, long-term holdings),  

• Tactical (shorter-term holdings of more diverse quality), 

• Special Situation (more idiosyncratic, higher-risk/-reward positions),  

• Alpha Short (individual short positions), and  

• Hedges (index fund shorts) 

 

Core (Long) 

 

Crown Holdings (CCK) is a leading global producer of beverage and food cans. In my opinion, CCK has historically 

been a fantastic (if wholly un-sexy) business with consistent and attractive returns on capital, slow/steady growth 

(long runway to grow consumption in emerging markets + steady conversion from glass to cans), and excellent, 

aggressive management. Crown enjoys sustainable competitive advantages (dominant scale and efficiency with 

geographic proximity to large, global customers) in an extremely rational and consolidated market. Looking ahead, 

CCK appears poised to benefit from a number of positive catalysts over the next 1-2 years: likely new customer 

wins following the merger of CCK's two biggest rivals, return of share buybacks as the company de-levers 

(previously bought back $1bn+ from 2010-2013), abating FX headwinds, and a potential secular improvement in 

"carbonated soft drink" volumes.  

 

The Advisory Board Co (ABCO) is a provider of best-practices research and software/data solutions to the 

healthcare, and more recently, higher education industries. The business model is, in my view, misunderstood by 

most prospective investors. The shorthand description of what ABCO does is: “consulting.” I find this to be 

inaccurate, as it implies: (a) ABCO’s offering is highly discretionary, and (b) a very limited competitive advantage. 

What the Advisory Board actually does is collect massive amounts of data and information from its members on 

best practices and key challenges. ABCO then synthesizes and distributes this information to members in a 

standardized, user-friendly format (either via presentations, conferences, or software). This creates a virtuous cycle 

that is core to ABCO’s competitive advantage: the more members that sign up and contribute information for 

                                                           
3 As at October 18, 2016. 
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ABCO’s research, the more valuable that research becomes. Better research leads to more members and more 

members leads to…better research.  

 

The “non-discretionary” nature of ABCO’s offering is proven out by a few statistics: five-to-one member ROI (per 

ABCO management), a 94% annual renewal rate, and the fact that sales grew ~4-5% even during the depths of the 

"Great Recession.” While there are real risks (including ramping a very large, off-the-beaten-path recent 

acquisition), I think there is a lot to like about this business (strong cash flows, multi-year contracts, and runway for 

continued growth, as the healthcare and higher ed. industries are likely to face massive structural challenges over the 

long-term). 

 

Thule Group (THULE.SS) is one of the few non-U.S. holdings in the portfolio. Headquartered in Malmö, Sweden 

and pronounced "too-lee," the company is the designer and producer of roof-racks (ski, bike, kayak, etc.) and "pods" 

seen on many cars here in Colorado and throughout the world. Thule was established in 1942 and has transformed 

itself into a leading outdoor, consumer-focused brand, known for its superior design. The business commands 

premium pricing (+20-30% vs. peers), has dominant market positions in its core markets (e.g. 50% global market 

share in sport & cargo carriers), significant operating leverage, an excellent "private equity-like" management team, 

and is well-positioned to benefit from long-term secular trends towards more active lifestyles. This trend towards a 

more active lifestyle seems to be occurring across demographics – “boomers” are remaining active longer and 

younger generations seem to enjoy sharing their active lifestyles with their young children. Thule, in my view, is 

positioned to benefit from both trends. 

 

Tactical (Long) 

 

The Cheesecake Factory (CAKE) operates and owns casual restaurants across the United States under its flagship 

and other brands (e.g. Grand Lux Cafe). While I find CAKE to be a relatively high-quality business, with an 

impressive track-record of steady same-store sales, new unit growth and cash flow generation, I characterize it as a 

"Tactical" holding due to the highly competitive nature of the restaurant industry (and thus limited/fleeting 

competitive advantage). The investment thesis for CAKE is also a bit more catalyst-driven than most of our longs: 

CAKE is poised to benefit from its first-ever national TV ad campaign (in partnership with MasterCard) this Fall. 

Current consensus estimates remain, in my view, excessively modest – likely due to the challenging current 

environment for restaurants. For CAKE, most analysts are expecting ~1% same-store sales growth over the next 

year+. The company seems likely to clear such a low bar. Given the carnage in the rest of the sector and the need for 

many portfolio managers to own something in the space, I am happy to own CAKE at today’s reasonable price and 

under these circumstances. 

 

Special Situation (Long) 

 

Performance Sports Group (PSG) is the owner of a valuable collection of leading hockey, baseball, and lacrosse 

equipment brands (including Bauer, Easton and Cascade). As PSG is considered a “Special Situation” holding (the 

business is under significant distress and has a market cap of < $200mm) our position sizing is modest (< 2%). The 

opportunity stems from major missteps made by the now-prior management team. In 2014, PSG loaded up on debt 

and acquired Easton Baseball. In addition to taking on far too much debt, in my view, management made the grave 

mistake of issuing this debt entirely in USD, despite the fact that 40% of sales are in CAD, EUR, and other 

currencies. These errors, combined with the subsequent sharp drop in the CAD and a series of sporting goods 

retailer bankruptcies, left PSG on the verge of bankruptcy. Nonetheless, in my view, the equity that we own has 

significant value. The company has decent liquidity (some cash + significant access to a line of credit) and no debt 

maturities for several years. Based on normalized earnings estimates, the stock trades at a ~20% free cash flow yield 

– and seems a likely acquisition target.  

 

Alpha Short 

 

Pool Corp. (POOL) is the largest national distributor of pool supplies in the United States. I believe POOL is a 

relatively high-quality business with a decent moat – but one that has gotten well ahead of itself. POOL continues to 

trade at record-high valuations on record-high profit margins. Consensus estimates appear to be baking in continued 

margin growth and a return to "normalized" (pre-2008) levels of pool installations – neither which seem likely. 

Additionally, another attractive feature of the POOL short is its correlation with one of our long positions in the 

housing space (TopBuild – the largest national distributor and installer of insulation materials for residential 
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construction). While I am confident that TopBuild will benefit from a continued rise in home building across the 

U.S., I believe the POOL short position provides an attractive "hedge" in the event this macro assumption is wrong. 

 

Hedge (Short) 

 

Consumer Staples Select Sector SPDR (XLP) is an exchange-traded fund ("ETF" or index fund) that tracks a 

portfolio of consumer staples companies. Its top five holdings4, which comprise 42% of the ETF, are (in order): 

P&G, Coca-Cola, Philip Morris, Altria, and Wal-Mart. In my view, this short position provides an attractive hedge 

to a potential decline in the overall market. Consumer staples valuations are approaching all-time highs. For 

example, P&G was recently trading for 22x forward earnings vs. an 11x historical multiple. Same story with Coca-

Cola: 21x vs. 14x historical. This, despite the fact that, top-line growth remains anemic. 

 

What’s going on here? As previously noted, many portfolio managers are struggling to find value in this extended 

bull market. So, if you’re a “long-only” (e.g. mutual fund) portfolio manager what do you do? Buy and hide out in 

"safe" stocks, such as staples. "No one gets fired" for owning historically stable, well-known brands – even if 

valuations are stretched. For us, the short is attractive because if the market rises, it's hard to imagine staples rising 

faster than the market. If the market falls significantly, eventually I would expect many portfolio managers to rotate 

out of staples and into less “safe,” but far more attractively priced stocks. Note: for diversification purposes, we are 

also short VDC, which is an exchange-traded fund substantially similar to XLP. 

 

Performance Update 

Please note that all reported performance numbers are unaudited, shown for a representative client account 

invested at the inception of the strategy on August 29, 2016, and are net of all applicable fees and expenses billed 

during the period5. Performance by individual account may vary due to timing differences involving 

deposits/withdrawals and other administrative reasons. Please refer to your individual quarterly report and monthly 

statements from Interactive Brokers for account-specific details. 

 

Performance for the Alternative Value Strategy during Q3 2016 was -0.7%. The largest contributors to and 

detractors from performance (contribution to overall portfolio return in parentheses) were: 

• Positive: Crown Holdings (+42 bps), Performance Sports Group (+42 bps), and Thule (+32 bps) 

• Negative: ServiceMaster (-70 bps), ICAP (-42 bps), and Intercontinental Exchange (-25 bps) 

Exhibit 5: Q3 2016 Net Performance vs. Selected Benchmarks 

 

 
 

Source: Upslope Capital, Interactive Brokers 
Note: index results are based on total return 

                                                           
4 As at October 18, 2016. 
5 Since management & performance fees are billed in arrears, Q3 2016 returns do not yet reflect the impact of such fees. 
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Since this is our first reporting period, I’d like to comment on benchmarking. First, in my view, measuring 

performance on a short-term basis (less than two years) is slightly worse than meaningless. While short-term 

movements in stocks are largely influenced by a “random walk,” this effect is amplified by the concentrated nature 

of the Alternative Value Strategy accounts. Chasing short-term performance tempts many bad decisions. I’d like to 

avoid this for all of our sake. 

 

Second, the benchmarks I am using are highly are not without their flaws (but, still relevant). Three of the four 

benchmarks are “long-only.” Since the AVS accounts are invested using a long-short strategy (average net long 

exposure during Q3 was ~50%), you should generally expect underperformance in quickly rising markets and 

outperformance in falling markets. Finally, none of the indices capture the diverse exposure – by market cap – of the 

AVS accounts. Each index is focused on a particular segment of the market (e.g. large, mid, or small cap), whereas 

the current distribution of the AVS accounts is more varied: 

 

Exhibit 6: Portfolio Exposure6 by Market Cap. 

 

 
 

Source: Upslope Capital, Bloomberg, Interactive Brokers 
 

 

Additional views and thoughts on the selected index benchmarks are provided below: 

 

HFRX Equity Hedge Index 

• Description: third-party index designed to track the performance of equity-focused hedge funds  

• Benefits: broadly similar strategies (equity + alternatives) that are not "long-only" 

• Drawbacks: likely includes other “hedge fund” strategies not comparable to AVS (e.g. event-driven, sector-

focused, market-neutral); little transparency as to underlying data sources 

S&P Midcap 400 ETF (MDY) 

• Description: exchange-traded fund intended to track the S&P Midcap 400 index 

• Benefits: includes a comparable universes of companies; highly-transparent and easily investable 

• Drawbacks: "long-only" index (i.e. when the index rises 1.0%, a portfolio that is 50% net long should, in 

theory, be expected to return only 0.5%)  

  

                                                           
6 As at October 18, 2016. 
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Russell 2000 ETF (IWM) 

• Description: exchange-traded fund intended to track the Russell 2000 (small cap) index 

• Benefits: includes a comparable universe of companies; highly-transparent and easily investable  

• Drawbacks: "long-only" index 

S&P 500 ETF (SPY) 

• Description: exchange-traded fund intended to track the S&P 500 (large cap) index  

• Benefits: represents the most common and investable equity index 

• Drawbacks: least relevant universe of stocks for the Alternative Value Strategy, which focuses more on 

mid- and small-cap stocks; "long-only" index 

Closing Thoughts 
 

While Q3 was a short and relatively uneventful period for the portfolio, I am thrilled to have formally launched and 

invested in what I believe is a promising and differentiated portfolio. I am grateful for your trust and the opportunity 

to manage a portion of your hard-earned money.  

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions at all regarding the portfolio, your account, or any other 

matters.  

 

Best Regards, 

 

George K. Livadas 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
 
This document was originally prepared by the portfolio manager while managing the strategy under his previous 
employer. “Alternative Value Strategy” was the name used internally to refer to the strategy and the accounts managed 
under it. It has been edited from its original form, primarily to remove branding (and related references) for the prior 
investment management firm. The content has not been materially changed. 
 
Upslope Capital Management, LLC is a Colorado registered investment adviser. Information presented is for discussion and 
educational purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific securities, 
investments, or investment strategies. Investments involve risk and, unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed. Be sure to first 
consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing any strategy discussed herein. Past 
performance is not indicative of future performance. 
 
While Upslope believes all information herein is from reliable sources, no representation or warranty can be made with respect to 
its completeness. Any projections, market outlooks, or estimates in this presentation are forward-looking statements and are based 
upon internal analysis and certain assumptions, which reflect the views of Upslope and should not be construed to be indicative of 
actual events that will occur. As such, the information may change in the future should any of the economic or market conditions 
Upslope used to base its assumptions change.  
 
The description of investment strategies in this presentation is intended to be a summary and should not be considered an 
exhaustive and complete description of the potential investment strategies used by Upslope discussed herein. Varied investment 
strategies may be added or subtracted from Upslope in accordance with related Investment Advisory Contracts by Upslope in its 
sole and absolute discretion. 
 
Any specific security or investment examples in this presentation are meant to serve as examples of Upslope’s investment process 
only and may or may not be trades that Upslope has executed or will execute. There is no assurance that Upslope Capital will 
make any investments with the same or similar characteristics as any investments presented. The investments are presented for 
discussion purposes only and are not a reliable indicator of the performance or investment profile of any composite or client 
account. The reader should not assume that any investments identified were or will be profitable or that any investment 
recommendations or investment decisions we make in the future will be profitable. Any index or benchmark comparisons herein 
are provided for informational purposes only and should not be used as the basis for making an investment decision. There are 
significant differences between Upslope’s strategy and benchmarks referenced, including, but not limited to, risk profile, liquidity, 
volatility and asset composition. You should not rely on this presentation as the basis upon which to make an investment decision. 
 
There can be no assurance that investment objectives will be achieved. Clients must be prepared to bear the risk of a loss of their 
investment. Any performance shown for the relevant time periods is based upon a composite of actual trading in accounts managed 
by Upslope under a similar strategy. Except where otherwise noted, performance is shown net of billed management and incentive 
fees (where applicable), as well as all trading costs charged by the custodian. Performance of client portfolios may differ materially 
due to differences in fee structures, the timing related to additional client deposits or withdrawals and the actual deployment and 
investment of a client portfolio, the length of time various positions are held, the client’s objectives and restrictions, and fees and 
expenses incurred by any specific individual portfolio. Dividends and other cash distributions are not automatically or directly 
reinvested in securities held by Upslope clients. 
 
Benchmarks: Upslope’s performance results shown are compared to the performance of the HFRX Equity Hedge Index, as well 
as exchange-traded funds that track the S&P 500, S&P Midcap 400, and Russell 2000 indexes (tickers: SPY, MDY, IWM, 
respectively). The HFRX Equity Hedge Index is typically not available for direct investment. Benchmark results do not reflect trading 
fees and expenses. 
 
The HFRX Equity Hedge Index was chosen for comparison as it is generally well recognized as an indicator or representation of 
the performance of equity-focused hedge fund products. The other benchmarks noted above (SPY, MDY, IWM) and used by 
Upslope have not been selected to represent an appropriate benchmark to compare an investor’s performance, but rather are 
disclosed to allow for comparison of the investor’s performance to that of certain well-known and widely recognized, investable 
indexes. Results for these benchmarks do not reflect trading fees and expenses.  
 
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS.  
 
These materials may not be disseminated without the prior written consent of Upslope Capital Management, LLC. 


